
 

At Eric’s RV Performance center it is important that you feel confident about the 
handling characteristics of your vehicle. The adjustable Koni shock and steering 
dampener will help get an excellent start on a suspension upgrade on your coach. Koni is 
known as the shock absorber specialist worldwide. We commit ourselves to delivering 
the finest quality product with the best performance. This philosophy results in unrivaled 

 

The first shock absorber that offers superior handling without compromising comfort. 
You can’t find a better shock for your motorhome than FSD: KONI frequency selective 
dampers. We have combined the benefits of performance and comfort into one shock 
absorber. FSD is firm for control over large bumps and corners, but soft for comfort over 
expansion joints and rough roads. While KONI is known to reduce bouncing in 
motorhomes, our FSD shocks include a special valve that filters out annoying 
vibrations before they enter the coach. The result is an incredibly smooth ride, with 
plenty of shock left to control pitching and swaying.  
 
For your ordering convenience we have listed all of the Koni FSD part numbers for 
every brand motorhome with special notes that may apply.  Call Eric’s RV Performance 

 
You don’t have to sacrifice an ounce of driving comfort to realize high performance. 
Koni motor home shock absorbers are designed to improve handling while providing an 
incredibly smooth ride over even the toughest roads. Koni motor home shocks are 
generally made with low compression forces to give you a smooth quiet ride, whereas our 
high rebound forces give you the handling and control you desire. The combination of 
these two features gives you an optimum ride, unequalled in the industry. 
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 cruising comfort to the next level

cruising comfort to the next level. 

today for our special pricing. 

durability, superb road performance and maximum customer satisfaction. KONI takes RV
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We have complete handling packages that will ensure you the best 
quality ride. Ask about our other suspension and performance upgrades. 
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